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The service that helps minimize the risk of
data breaches and ensures regulatory

compliance by proactively reducing the
exposure of sensitive data and promptly

detecting policy violations and suspicious
user behavior.
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What does SOD do for your company thanks to the NETWRIXWhat does SOD do for your company thanks to the NETWRIX
service?service?

Understands what data needs
protection and how exposed it is,
identifying, classifying and protecting
it wherever it is;

Find out what sensitive information is
exposed to a large number of users
without business need or stored in an
unsecured location.

Minimizes the risk of a data breach;

Find out who is accessing sensitive
data and how, allowing you to audit
and remove unnecessary access, thus
keeping risk low;

Redacts sensitive information per
company policy;

It ensures data security by increasing
the accuracy of your data loss
prevention (DLP) tool.

Timely addresses data security threats;

Continuously monitor privileged user
activity across all systems to ensure
they follow internal policies;

Closely monitor the activity of third-
party user accounts on any system or
application, even if it does not
generate any logs, to ensure full
accountability.



It allows you to make faster and more
targeted incident response decisions;

It helps you understand exactly what
happened, how it happened, who was
behind it and what information was
involved;

Determine and report the severity of a
data loss by analyzing how much
data a malicious user or
compromised account accessed.

Facilitate recovery of key data and
learn from past incidents;

Understands the importance and
sensitivity of data to plan information
retrieval processes;

Catalog your data and find out where
the most sensitive or business-critical
data is located;

Restore data quickly by prioritizing
recovery of key data

Achieves and demonstrates regulatory
compliance (GDPR, CCPA and other
regulations);

Implement compliance controls across
your entire infrastructure and regularly
check whether they are working as
intended;

Reduces time spent on preparation
and compliance audits.



Risk reduction01

Complete visibility02

Safety03

Compliance04

Saving time and energy05

Supporto professionale06

Professional support07

Why choose the Why choose the Netwrix AuditorNetwrix Auditor service? service?
By promptly identifying and addressing potential vulnerabilities and breaches,
the service helps companies reduce cybersecurity risks and potential negative
consequences.

It offers complete visibility into activities and events in your IT environment.

The service provides robust cybersecurity, quickly detecting and responding to
threats and security incidents.

It makes it easier to achieve and maintain compliance with company or industry
regulations by simplifying the audit process.

It reduces your audit workload, allowing you to focus on other business-critical
tasks.

Team of experts available to provide assistance and support 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.

Fewer financial barriers to hiring qualified personnel.



The activation of the service as a complement to
existing defense and attack systems helps to
make the company's security more complete
and resilient.
It goes perfectly alongside the solutions already
in place to increase the overall security of the
system by preventing the underlying problem.

Can the Netwrix Auditor serviceCan the Netwrix Auditor service
integrate with other defense andintegrate with other defense and

attack services?attack services?

Discover our services

https://www.secure-od.com/eng/servizi-di-cyber-security/


Da oltre 10 anni leader nel settore Cybersecurity e SicurezzaDa oltre 10 anni leader nel settore Cybersecurity e Sicurezza

+39 0522 1685330

www.secure-od.com 

info@secure-od.com 

Via Statuto 3, 42123 - Reggio nell'Emilia (RE), ITALY

Contacts

Secure Online Desktop is a Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP)
specializing in providing comprehensive security solutions for businesses of all
sizes. As a trusted partner, we offer a broad range of security services designed
to protect your organization from cyber threats, data breaches and other
security risks.
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